The Ladder-Leg Directions
Advantages of the Ladder-Leg attatchment:
Absolutely no more blocking, digging holes, or the annoyance of
constantly readjusting ladder levelers. Simply attach the Ladder-Leg to any
extention ladder, and go.
The Ladder-Leg is not dedicated to any one ladder. It can be taken off one
ladder, and installed on another in seconds, without the need to modify the
ladder.
The advantages of the Ladder-Leg attachment are endless on the job site.
After useing the Ladder-Leg, you’ll want one for every ladder.
Extention Ladder Safety:
Follow all ladder manufacturer's guidlines for safety and use.
Additional Ladder-Leg Safety:
For use on sound aluminum and fiberglass ladders, with a duty rating of
1, or higher. Any ladder less than a 1 for duty rating, has too much flex/twist.
Not to be used on wooden ladders.
Directions For attaching the Ladder-Leg to ladder:
With ladder standing in vertical position, slide Ladder-Leg attachment
under bottom rung of ladder, untill bottom rung is in chanel. Roughly center
Ladder-Leg attachment on the rung of ladder. While footing the Ladder-Leg
attachment, cantilever the attachment up. Hook the J-bolt over the next
rung, and tighten the wing nut.

Directions For Use of Ladder-Leg:
Clear debris (dirt, sand, stones, etc.) where the ladder will be placed.
Approach the ladder squarely, stepping on the Ladder-Leg attachments step.
This sets the foot. The next rung up, your foot should favor the center of
the rung. Use the same corrisponding hand for grabbing. Example: Left
Foot/Left Hand, Right Foot/Right Hand. After that, go up the ladder as
always. Always use attachments step first, and last, when getting on, and off
the ladder.
CAUTION: Do Not bypass the Ladder-Leg attachments step. This could result
in loss of control of ladder, causing property damage, and/or bodily injury.

Use of Anti-Spin tube:
When extending the ladder useing a rope, slide the provided dowel into
the Anti-Spin tube. Let the dowel come out against your leg while footing
the ladder. This will prevent the ladder from spinning while pulling on the
rope.
CAUTION: To prevent tripping, Remove the dowel after extending ladder. For
additional ladder stability, the use of a ladder stand off is recommended.

